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BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND
EXCHANGE RATE
Trade account deficit widened in the

first half of

2004 by about 60 6 per cent from U5 dollars
701 million rn the first half of 2003.The servtces

and current transfers accounts registered
surpluses in the first half of 2004, while income

account deficit widened Reflecting these
developments the current account def icit
increased sharply to U5 dollars 407 million in the

first half of 2004 from a surplus of

US

dollars 10

millron in the first half of 2003. Inflows to the
capital and financial accounts were not suff icient

to finance the widening current account deficit
and this resulted in a significant BOP deficit,
thereby exerting pressure on both exchanqe rate
and external [eserves of the country. The external

sector is expected to be more stable during the

second half with continued export growth
coupled with the slowing down in imports, the
expected recovery in tourist arrivals, the expected

receipt of privatisation proceeds from the entry

of the third player to the petroleum sector and

the faster implementation of foreign funded
projects. The overall balance of payments could
improve if more inflows were mobilised during

the balance period in 2004.
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Trade Account

surplus of US dollars 168 million in the first half of

2003, which is a decrease of 6.0 per cent. During

o

During the first half of 2004 the trade account
registered a, deficit

of

the first nine months, tourist arrivals grew by 11..|

US dollars 1,126 million,

per cent while earnings from handling transhipment

compared to a deficit of US dollars 701 million in the

cargo and information technology exports increased

first half of 2003. This is a combined outcome of an

by 5.9 per cent and 44 per cent, respectively in the

increase in the export earnings by about 9.6 per cent

fist half of 2004. Inflows from tourist earnings

to U5 dollars 2,606 million and a sharp

expected

increase in

to

increase

are

at a higher rate during the

the import outlay by about 21 .2 per cent to U5 dollars

second half, albeit at a lower rate than originally

3,732 million in the first half of 2004 The comparable

envisaged. The revised estimates indicate that tourist

figures for the first half of 2003 were US dollars 2,378

arrivals would reach 550,000 by the end year, which

million and US dollars 3,078 million, respectively.

is

a 'l 0 per cent increase from the higher number of

arrivals recorded last year. Rental payments for hired

o

power plants due to the higher usage of thermal

The expected sustained growth in exports and some

power increased reducing the groMh in net inflows

slowdown in the growth in imports during the second

to the service account. Net inflows to the service

half are expected to widen the trade deficit at a slower

account are expected

rate during the second half, thus easing the pressure

to improve at a faster rate

during the second half with the expected recovery in

on the exchange rate arising from the trade balance.

tourist arrivals, a sharp groMh in transportation and
lower rental payments for energy suppliers.
Balance of

Payments
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During the first half of 2004, deficit in the income
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of 2003, mainly due to increased interest payments
2003
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by both the government and commercial banks.

OvenllBalance

Current Transfers Account
Services Account

O

The services account registered a surplus

tr
of U5 dollars

158 million in the first half of 2004 comoared to

a

Workers' remittances have been the major source of
inflows to the current transfers account and helpful
in offsetting a larger part of the trade deficit. During
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the first nine months of 2004, the net current
transfers amounted

to

net inflow of US dollars 32 million in the

US dollars 975.7 million,

to US dollars

corresponding period in 2003 Net private capital

929 1 million in the

transfers amounted to US dollars 4 million, while net

rnrrpqnnndinn
ncriod in 2003 Of this net inflows on
| !Jyvl

official capital transfers amonted to US $ 31 million,

account of off icial current transfers amounted to

to

compared
!v,

US

dollars 28.2 million in the first half of 2004 compared

to a net inflow of

Worker remittances increased by 5 2 per cent to
dollars
from

1

US

,1 13

---^,,^rlt ;r
ll the first half of 2004

--^:+-r dLLUul
LdPltdl

US dollars 24.3 million in the

corresponding period in 2003

D

Financial Account

US

tr

9 million during the first nine months

of 2004, the net inflows to

inancial account by way of foreign direct investment

and loan capital to both the private sector and the
government amounted

6-7 per cent per annum except for the 13 per cent

to

US dollars 1 13 million

compared to a net inflow of US dollars 222 million

growth recorded during the first half of 2003 The

recorded in the first half

unusually high growth rate during the first half of 2003

of 2003. The net

private

long term outflows increased to US dollars 44 million

was due to the increased remittances of savings by Sri

in the first half of 2004 from US dollars 26 million in

Lankans working abroad, as a safety measure in

the first half of 2003, while net government long-

anticipation of a war in lraq The long-term growth
is expected

During the first half
f

dollars 1,058.4 million in the first nine months

of 2003 This growth has remained steady at around

trend

record a net inflow of US dollars 35 million to the

term inflows decreased to US dollars 133 million from

to remain during the second half of
US dollars 149

million in the first half of 2003.

2004.

Foreign Investment
Current Account

tr

tr

FDI

inflows have been projected to remain at a similar

During the f irst half of 2004, current account deficit
level of around US dollars 190 million during 2004
widened to U5 dollars 407 million from a surplus of
US dollars 10

million in the corresponding period

with the implementation of a large number of

BOI

in

agreements signed during 2003 Preliminary results

2003, mainly due to wrdening of deficits in the trade

of the half-year survey conducted by the BOI

and income accounts and a moderate growth in the

have

confirmed this trend for the first half of 2004.
services and current transfers accounts

D

Capital Account

Gross foreign direct investment inflows have been

estimated to remain at similar levels of US dollars 100

tr

Capital account recorded a net inflow of US dollars

35 million in the first half of 2004, compared to
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tr

by a local commercial bank, resulting in a lower net

to be the main cause for the drop in programme loan

inflow of foreign direct investment.

disbursements to the government.

Inflows on account of privatisation proceeds increased
f

U

rom US dollars 2.0 million in the first half of 2003 to

US dollars

Meanwhile, out of U5 dollars 625 million project loans
estimated for the year, US dollars 284 million have

45 million in the first half of 2004 mainly

been disbursed during the first

half

Some foreign

due to receipt of the balance privatrsation proceeds

funded projects, which encountered slight delays

from second player in the petroleum sector

the first half are expected to be expedrted during the

in

second half of 2004

tr

Net inflows to the share market were lower during

tr

the first half of 2004 compared with the corresponding

The government issued US dollars 250 million worth

period in 2003, reflecting the uncertainties caused by

of dollars denominated Sri Lanka Development

political developments Net inflows to the share market

Boands (SLDBs) at a cost of around 6 months LIBOR

declined

to

US dollars

6 million from

US dollars 21

plus 179.26 basis points to compensate for the lower

million in the first half of 2003

foreign inflows for budgetory financing. This helped

to
Capital Inflows to the Government

:l

reduce the decline in gross official reserves.

Howerer, the use of SLDBs would only be a temporary

releif for external financing as the SLDBs would
Credit inflows to the government, which are mostly
mature in two years.
on concessional terms, have decreased to U5 dollars

284 million in the first half of 2004, from US dollars
31 5

tr

Repayment of government external debt during the first

million received during the corresponding period
half of 2004 decreased to US dollars I52 million from US

in 2003, mainly due to lower programme financrng
dollars 166 million during the corresponding period in

from international organisations such as World Bank
2003 mainly due to lower defence- related repayments.
and Asian Development Bank during 2004.

Overall Balance of Payments

tr

The government originally expected around US dollars

269 million from programme loans in 2004, but this
has been revised

down substantially to

US

dollars 30

O

Net inflows to the capital and financial accounts
during the first half were not sufficient to finance

million Of this, only a loan of US dollars 15 million

the widening current account

from the ADB has been received during the first half

the overall BOP recorded a deficit of US dollars 223

Delays in implementation

.

of structural reforms

required under the programme loans are considered

deficit

Consequently,

million during the first half of 2004, compared to the
surpluses recorded during the previous three years.
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The deficit is not expected to widen significantly by
the year end with the receipt of privatisation proceeds

from the third player and a further issue of

SLDBs

Gross Official Reserues
Chart 12.2

25

to

finance the shortfall in the government's defecit
=

financing from external sources. The current account
def icit is also expected

to widen at a lower rate during

the second half with the expected slowing down of

imports coupled with the contrnuing recovery
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Reflecting these trends, the overall balance, which

Exchange Rate

was a surplus of US dollars 502 million at the end of

2003, is expected to record a deficit of around

US

tr

Under the prevailing independently f loating exchange

rate regime, the exchange rate is determined by the
dollars 257 million by end 2004.
demand for and supply of foreign currencies in the

foreign exchange market, while the Central Bank
Gross Official Reserves

intervenes mainly to smoothen out the excess volatility.

Reflecting the deficit in the overall balance of

During the first ten months of 2004, the rupee

payments the gross official reserves declined f rom U5

depreciated by about 7 0 per cent mainly due to widening

dollars 2,329 million at end December 2003 (4.2

trade and current account deficits and slowdown in the

months of imports) to US dollars 2068

8 million

(3.3

inflows of programme loans to government A sharp

rr5e

in the value of rmoorts of investment and rntermediate

months of imports) at the end of August 2004. The
decline in gross official reserves would rncrease the
country's vulnerability to external shocks. Meanwhile,

gchalg9E!

the total reserves of the country decreased from U5

Ivtgve!,aE 0aI9ry

49t9igl.'l9r)

Chart 12.1
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dollers 3,21 8 million (5.8 months of imports) at end

December 2003

to U5 dollars 3,162 million
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r00

(5.1

months of imports) by the end ofAugust 2004
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Net sales by the Central Bank to smoothen out the
excess

volatility in the foreign exchange market mainly

contributed to the decline in gross official reserves.
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Central Bank's Determination of Exchange

Central Bank s website. The broad procedure

Rate

is

that,

following the best practices adopted by other central

banks, the Monetary Board has set up a sub-

and Monetary Policy

committee viz, Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
Outlined below are the procedures and processes that

to review economic developments at least once a

the Central Bank adopts in the determination of

month, and make recommendations to the Monetary

monetary policy and exchange rate policy.

Board, through the Governor. The MPC consists of

senior officers directly involved in monetary and

According

to the Monetary

Law Act, the law

exchange rate policy. The Deputy Governor and

to the Governor who are in charge of

governing the operations of the Central Bank, the

Assistant

determination of exchange rate policy and monetary

economic policy are respectively, the Chairman and

policy is the responsibility of the Monetary Board of

the Vice Chairman of the MPC. Other members of

the Central Bank. Hence, the decisions on these

the MPC are the other Deputy Governor, the Assistant

policies are made by the Monetary Board and not by

to the Governor in charge of international operations,

an individual officer or officers of the Central Bank.

the Director of Economic Research. the Director of
Domestic Operations, the Director

of

lnternational

Operations and the Additional Director of Economic
Under the present exchange rate regime, operating
Research. The Deputy Director of Economic Research
since early 2001, the exchange rate is determined by
supervising the area of Money and Banking serves as

the market demand and supply forces reflecting
the Secretary to the committee. The Monetary Board
macroeconomic fundamentals in the economy. The
considers

the recommendations of the MPC and

Central Bank intervention in the foreign exchange
determines the monetary policy stance of the Bank.
market is mainly to prevent excessive volatility and to

This decision, and the economic rationale for tne

maintain a comfortable level of external reserves. The
decision, are conveyed to the public by means of press

Central Bank intervention policy is decided by the
releases.

Monetary Board and implemented through

a

committee consisting of senior officials as described
The daily operational activity relating to the Bank's

below.

management of domestic liquidity and foreign
The internal orocedures for the determination of

exchange intervention are overseen by a committee

monetary policy, to which exchange rate policy

known as the Market Operations Committee (MOC).

is

very

closely connected, has been publicly disclosed in the

This committee, which meets on a daily basis,

interests of transparency and could be found on the

chaired by the Assistant to the Governor in charge of

is
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economic policy and domestic operations and has as

Central Bank intervention in the foreign exchange

its Vice Chairman, the Assistant to the Governor in

market helped

charge of international operations. Other members

volatility, but at the expense of loosing official

of the MOC are the Director of Domestic Operations,

reserves. The strengthening

the Director of International Operations, the Director

international market also contributed to weaken the

of Economic

rupee. These developments caused the rupee to

Research and

a Deputy Director of

to dampen some of the excessive

of the

7.0

US dollar in the

per cent against

Domestic Operations. A Deputy Director of

depreciate by a higher rate of

International Operations serves as the Secretary. The

the US dollar during the first ten months of

recommendations

when compared to the modest appreciation

of the MOC are made to the

2OO4

of

2.4

per cent during the corresponding period in 2003.

Governor, via the Deputy Governor in charge of

During the first ten months, the rupee also weakened

monetary and exchange rate policy, for a final decision

against almost all other major currencies, e.g. euro

by the Governor.

(8.3 per cent), the Japanese yen ( 7.7 per cent), the
pound sterling ( 9.6 per cent) and the Indian rupee

The Monetary Board is kept informed of all market

(

developments A regular update of economic

7 2 per cent).

Ref

lecting these currency movements,

the rupee depreciated against the

developments is submitted by the Director of

SDR by 7.8 per

cent and the Nominal Effective Exchange Rate (NEER)

Economic Research to each meeting of the Monetary

index depreciated by around 7 6 per cent during the

Board, in addition to the monthly papers submitted

first ten months of the vear.

for the Board's decisions on the monetary policy
stance.

tr

With the strengthening of the US dollar
international markets, currencies of several

goods and historically higher crude oil prices contributed

in

ma.1or

Asian currencies also deoreciated vis-d-vis the U5
to the widening of trade deficit
dollar during the first ten months of 2004 The Indian

tr

rupee depreciated by 0.9 per cent compared to the

The forergn exchange market has experienced

5

relatively higher volatility particularly in the second

3 per cent appreciation in 2003; the Thai Baht

depreciated

quarter of 2004 The rupee deprecrated at a higher

by 4.6 per cent

compared

to

an

appreciation of 9.1 per cent in 2003.

rate, due to the increase in the trade deficit and

resulting increased defecit in the overall

BOP

Consequently, the rupee/dollars rate fell from
Rs

96 74 at end 2003 to Rs 104 05 per US dollar at

end October 2004

tr

Despite the somewhat higher rate

of

nominal

depreciation, the Real Effective Exchange Rate

(REER)

Index, based on both the 5-currency basket and the
24-currency basket depreciated at lower rates by 4.5

per cent and 3.6 per cent respectively, during the
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Forward Premium and Volume in the Inter Bank Market
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dollars 1,328 million during the same period in the

inflation Howevel the external competitiveness of

prevrous year.

the country has improved thus far during 2004.
D

fi

Maturities of forward transactions were also shorter

first ten months of the yeal the Central

with large number of transactions were for one-

to foreign exchange market

month and less, thus reflecting the market

amounted to US dollars 397 million in contrast to its

participant's unwillingness to take forward positions

net purchases of U5 dollars 363 million to mop up

due to market uncertainties

During the

Bank's net sales

excess foreign exchange

liquidity during the
tr

corrpsnondino neriod in 2003

The forward premia were volatile, moving above the

interest rate differential from March, thus reflecting
market expectations of a higher depreciation and/or

Forward Foreign Exchange Market

an increase in the interest rate differential.

tr

Activities in the forward forex market were
comparatively low during the f irst ten months of 2OO4

than in 2003, reflecting the uncertainty and volatility

Debt Service Payments

tr

Debt service payments as a percentage of exports of

in the foreign exchange market. The total volume of

goods and services and income are estimated to
forward transactrons, which declined sharply in April,
increase to around

began to increase during May

to

July,

but declined

sharply in August The volume of forward transactions
decreased (36.5 per cent) to around US dollars 842

million during the first

ten months of 2004 from

US

1

1.8 oer cent in 2004 from 1 1.6

per cent in 2003 Increase in the amount

of

loan

amortisation was the main contributory factor for the
expected increase in debt service ratios. Meanwhile,
debt service payments as a percentage of exports of
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goods and services, income and private transfers are

increasing derived demand from export expansion

estimated to increase to around 9 6 per cent in 2004

The average import prices of oil are estimated to

from 9 3 per cent in 2003

remain high, at a level similar to that prevailing

in

2004, particularly during the first half of 2005

Outlook for 20o5

Investment related imports are expected to grow at

a rate of around 10 per cent benefiting from the
D

Sri Lanka's external sector is expected

to improve

2005 recording an overall BOP surplus following

expected higher foreign direct investments, projects

in

loans and domestic Investment

a

deficit in 2004, thereby increasing the country's
external reserves. However, a continuing recovery in

tr

The surplus in the services account is expected to

2005

industrial countries, lower petroleum prices,

improve at a higher rate in

strengthening of foreign investor confidence and

arrivals and increased inflows from port related

effective utilisation of foreign assistance are critical

services are expected

factors to realise a favourable outcome

improvements. Tourist arrivals are expected to improve

Higher tourist

to contribute to

these

further from the high record levels projected in 2004,

tr

The recovery in exports is expected to contrnue in

benefiting from the ongorng peace process and

2005, albeit at a lower rate of 7 per cent (in U5 dollar

infrastructure developments to address capacity

terms) due to possrble adverse impact of the phasrng

constrarnts. The deficit in the income account is likely

out of apparel quotas A continuation of the global

to

economic recovery albeit at a slower pace, particularly

global interest rates

increase marginally due

to the expected higher

in the US and Euro area, the largest export markets

for Sri Lanka, could partly offset the adverse impact.
Tea exports are expected

tr

Even

though the surpluses in the services and transfers

accounts are expected to improve in 2005, a higher

to increase, benefiting from

projected higher output and prices, while growth in

trade def icit

other industrial exports, excluding garments

deficit to 4.2 per cent of GDP in 2005 from 3 8 per

is

is

expected to widen the current account

cent in 2004. However, more inflows are expected in

expected to remain high

the financial and capital accounts, which would more

tr

than sufficient to offset the current account deficit,

lmports are also estimated to grow, at a rate of about
8.2 per cent, reflecting increasing demand mainly for
intermediate and capital goods. A higher growth in

intermediate imports is also expected due to

Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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In the capital and financial accounts,
disbursements

loan

to the government are expected to
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be higher in 2005 than in 2004 mainly due to the

portfolio investment have been projected to increase

expected higher project loans as well as programme

to around

financing. Programme loans have been estimated at

dollars 263 million in 2004. with the continuation of

about US dollars 224 million compared to the

the peace process and improvement in investor

US dollars 500 million in 2005 from US

confidence. However, foreign investment inflows

expected U5 dollars 30 million for 2OO4. Howevet

could be subject to short-term fluctuations, if

the realisation of some expected programme

domestic political uncertainty increases.

financing would depend on the revival of the Poverty
Reduction and Growth Facility programme with the

D
IMF and the associated inflows from the

As a result of the above developments, the surplus in

World Bank

the capital and financial accounts is expected to
and other donors. In addition, capital inflows to the

private sector in terms

of

FDl, loan capital and

increase, more than offsetting the rise in the current

account deficit and resulting to a BOP surplus.
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